WORKSHOP
Inclusive Play - Ben Kingston-Hughes (Inspired Trg)
Ben was really good at what he does. He helps you see things in a different light
It was presented really well and made you reflect a lot on own practice
Inclusive play was amazing and showed me how things have moved on since my last inclusive
play workshop done. Has given me new things to think about
Lots to think about and try
Ben - this was fab. Some great messages about failure thresholds
Ben was thoroughly engaging and helped to reaffirm my belief in the child-centred approach and
retraining needed to ensure consistence provision.
Brilliant - inspiring
Inclusive Play - interesting. Enjoyed it and it will make me think about my own practice
Brilliant speaker - need more training from him
So inspiring thank you for lifting our spirits. After the first workshop I felt all we were doing was
wrong now I feel there is hope
Very inspiring and a fun workshop
Ben is fanastic! It gave me that confidence to 'play' gain. To be a good role model
Play - wow, fantastic fun. Lovely process approach - not goal focused
Excellent and would be interested in whole staff CPD
Enjoyed the interactive parts, very engaging, enjoyed listening to someone so passionate
Loved it. Really useful and will challenge my staff especially one who is always goal focussed with
art/craft. Ben is always fab - I want to work for him
Really enjoy Ben's workshops. Fun but informative
Inspiring and useful reminder of moving away from goal oriented practice
Excellent so much better than expected hung on every word. Will have lots to think about and
more already do. Need more training from Ben
Amazing! Ben is inspirational in the way he talks and comes across. He has really made me think
about my own practice
I liked him. I liked that he made us get up and do the activities although when surrounded by
children I mange this much easier
Fab workshop, really enjoyed it
Excellent, will be speaking lightly and recommending the strategies and activities discussed.
Great reminder of why I got into childcare
Very motivational. Fantastic ideas to take back to the setting. Could be better if had more time
Informative - interesting statistics about our industry. Plenty of things to work on in our setting

Inclusive is key. Ben's talk was very funny and learn't a lot about what inclusive play is
superheroes to potion bottles
Ben was absolutely fantastic very engaging with fabulous ideas
Fantastic workshop. I have left this filled with enthusiasm
Wonderful man - very entertaining
Very interesting on how to ensure all children should be included - very positive
Fun, loved the idea of transient art and super hero play
An amazing workshop. Made me think how we do things without thinking
Engaging and inspiring. Been on one of his courses before. Will definitely be thinking more about
the process not goal
Enjoyable
Joyful, educational, inspiring - Ben was sensitive to our needs too (room/resources). Positively
outstanding - loved it
I loved the inclusive play workshop. It has given me lots of things I will definitely use
Amazing, informative, great

PRESENTATION
Ben Kingston-Hughes
Very interesting and full of knowledge . Enjoyed it - amazing
Presented really well - made interesting and engaging. Content is the same as previously been
on one of his courses/training before
An excellent presentation, it really gave a good insight into how the brain works, how it manages
itself and how we can nurture and work towards fulfilling potential.
Very good
Uplifting and thought provoking
It was great to hear ideas to help me
A really interesting and inspiring presentation. I have lots of notes to reflect on and further
research
None given
Helpful
Not given
Awesome talk Ben

Encouraging, informative, would like to have the opportunity to attend his workshop training to
learn more
Interesting
Very interesting - thank you
None given
Excellent. Interesting and inspiring
Very informative, very funny and enjoyable
Really interesting again would have loved it to be longer. Very insightful
Amazing
Very informative - will cascade the neuro-science etc to rest of my team - thank you
Very inspiring and encouraged you to look at children and their behaviour on a different way
So interesting to realise how important nurturing children is. I liked hearing all the facts and
information
Really enjoyed again and it opened my eyes to a lot more understanding
Great presentation bringing it back to real life
Inspiring - would love to work with Ben
Really helped me understand more what children are feeling - who has anxiety issues
Thought provoking
So informative and loved his enthusiasm. Learnt a lot
Very engaging, informative, interactive, really enjoyed listening
Fantastic. Fascinating how the actual 'physical' element of our brains develop. Very honest and
inspiring (not long enough)
Always great to listen to a passionate speaker
Brilliant - nothing more to say
Inspirational
Very useful. Would like to learn more
Every school should have him in to challenge the negativity in schools
Consolidated the learning of the day - enjoyed
Excellent

Inspiring. Loved the information given.
Fabulous, interesting and lots of pause for thought
Fantastic.
Wow - this man really knows his information - the best of the day. Amazing - thank you
Amazing inspiring speech. I will be taking his enthusiasm back to my setting
Good to see someone with ADHD can achieve so much
Amazing, learnt so much that I will take home and to my work
Brilliant. Would like to attend other workshops
Second speech from Ben and I learnt as much as first time round. Well done Ben - good luck to
you and your family
Very inspiring and informative - lots of food for thought. Particularly 'Gene expression and the
rats!'
Fantastic insight
Ben delivered an interesting and personally interesting session. I would like to have more
sessions with Ben if available in next years training
Interesting and enthusiastic
Fantastic, thoroughly enjoyable, informative and interesting
Thought provoking. Very well delivered. Engaging would love some in-house motivation from Ben
Very inspiring and interesting. Brilliant presentation
Brilliant
Great use of real life examples. Delivered well - very informative. An inspiration - thank you
Very engaging and enthusiastic
Amazing, relatable and interesting
Blew my mind - would like more training with Ben
Really enjoyed this presentation. Humans make the difference was a real eye opener
Excellent, interesting, very helpful
Very inspirational
Very good, infesting, funny. Lots of information given in an amusing way

The topic was helpful and makes you think about your teaching methods. Very knowledgeable
man.
Ben makes it fun and you learn as you listen
Really good - again inspiring, Informative
Very informative and engaging. Would have loved a longer talk with him about his work
Given me lots to think about - going to look at how we support into strategies
Again, Ben's enthusiasm keeps audience engaged. The message regarding stress for children
was powerful
Inspirational. Used his own experienced to convey a powerful message
Well presented and interesting. Could listen to all day. Would love to attend again
Found him very interesting and interested to see about further training with him
It was brilliant. Thought provoking and inspiring
Just WOW - lots to think about. Vey inspirational and knowledgeable. WOW - passion - spine
tingly
Was very educational - brilliant
Some useful information around anxiety
Very inspiring on ADHD and mental health
NOTE: Left at 3.00 pm so didn't see the presentation
Always love Ben's talks. Engaging, thought provoking and encourages me to think
Funny, gets the point across about ADHD/anxiety/brain information. Very interesting
Very good
I like how Ben uses his personal experiences to present his views and his approach in working
with children
Very good
Gave understanding to how we approach the child's learning to decrease stress and anxiety being
calm
I could listen to him all day - gives so much meaning to what we do and the importance of our
work
Ben presented his talk well with lots of humour, interesting
Amazing talk. Will make me re-think how I deal with children with ADHD. Allow more breaks
recognise this.
He's good. Loads of emplaces what not to do - and what to do. Thought provoking - got me fired
up

Good approach to delivering training from a personal perspective
Good
Anxiety and thinking - very open and funny presentation but still got his point over
Inspirational and thought provoking. New ways to approach things with children and to convey to
other staff to improve experienced for all children
Really enjoyed it and it really made me reflect on my own practice
None given
Very funny but informative
Excellent presentation. Really enjoyed listening to him. So passionate
Absolutely amazing. I get so so so much from it
Wish it was longer - very mediational speaker
Incredible. Such an inspirational speaker. Could listen to him for hours

